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The Net@ Technological Youth Movement has been continuously growing since its founding in
2003, attracting youth from various ethnic, cultural and religious backgrounds that form Israel's
diverse social landscape. At the time of Net@'s establishment, our aim was dual: to empower
youth from Israel's socio-economic margins with technological tools that would pave the way for
successful employment, and to promote active and responsible citizenship based on ethnic and
religious tolerance that lies at the foundation of a healthy, shared society.
It is particularly at these times of rising tensions and political turmoil that we are very proud to
be a part of the Net@ Technological Youth Movement, the only 4-year youth movement known
for its joint Jewish-Arab programming that brings together Jews, Muslims, and Christians in an
intensive collaborative program. Now more than ever, we are witnessing the impact of our
programming as Net@ youth continue working on their Tolerance Campaigns and, through our
framework and at times through their own initiatives, challenging the status quo of anger and
suspicion by promoting via social media, the internet, and in their communities and homes a
message of respecting the "other."
For the last ten years, the Appleseeds Academy has been running Net@ to encourage
technological excellence and social leadership for students in grades 9-12. During the program,
the students gain theoretical and practical knowledge pertinent to computer repair and
maintenance, network administration, website construction, application development,
programming languages and more. A four-year program based on courses from Cisco ’s
International Academy, Net@ teaches the teenagers personal and professional skills and opens
a window to new opportunities for employment and education as well as social and economic
mobility. In the process, participants improve their English, develop their abilities to learn
independently and strengthen their self-confidence.

This year, the Net@ program included 1,000 participants in 17 communities from Kiryat Shmona
to Eilat. A total of 56 classes opened including a new class in Kiryat Malachi. In the program's
mid-term evaluation, a national average of 85% passed Cisco's licensing examination. Over the
last year, participants contributed 90,000 volunteer hours of community service in various
projects. The program's Fixit computer repair lab repaired 350 computers for the benefit of the
community and sold 100. This year, the program took a noteworthy step forward in its aim to
provide trainees a meaningful learning experience by utilizing our program trainees as an
integral part of Net@ curriculum teaching and social activities leadership. The rationale behind
this to incorporate a broader set of tools for each participant that require responsibility and
leadership skills such as: time management, coping with project-oriented tasks and their
implementation. This aspect will be further explained in this report.
Contrary to previous years in which professional staff managed the program exclusively, this
year Net@'s leadership made a shift to transfer some of the responsibility to its trainees. This
change indicates a major evolvement in the Net@ program that puts its trainees in the
forefront, giving them hands-on practical experience and honing leadership skills. The rationale
of this practice is that management and teaching skills including public speech, time
management, event production and business management are required skills in the 21 st
century. The specialization tracks cover all aspects of the program and consist of the Youth
Training Youth track, Fixit Lab management track and the social entrepreneur track. In the
following report, we will summarize Neta's activities through the prism of the specialization
tracks.
Starting the Year: Technological Summer Camp and Qualification Seminars
The Technological Summer Camp introduces youth to the
Net@ program and is an opportunity for first-year trainees to
meet their peers from other Net@ centers. The summer camp
incorporates one of the most unique features of the program:
the only youth movement that brings Muslim, Jewish and
Christian youth together for joint activities. This year, 300 new
trainees participated in this special event. Contrary to previous
years in which professional staff managed the camp, this year
was exclusively led by Net@ graduates and last year’s trainees.

This change was part of Neta's shift to place its trainees in the forefront so that thtey can
receive hands-on practical experience to develop their leadership skills.
The Net@ summer camp is held at the Nitzana Youth Village in the Negev on a yearly basis. All
of the summer camps are held in August and include two major aspects: pedagogical and
experiential. The pedagogical aspect is based on a Cisco ITE course in which trainees learn how
to disassemble and assemble computers and name their parts. Since classes are held in English,
all trainees improve their English, especially with regard to technology terms.

The second aspect includes team-building activities and workshops. This year, the trainees were
divided into groups and held a contest of leap dub videos that described the role of Net@ in
their lives. The Net@ trainees from Jerusalem created a video in English and Arabic which
reflects the multi-culturist that characterizes the group. The trainees also participated in various
workshops facilitated by Nitzana’s Ecological Center that included visits and discussions about
the Center’s installations that offer examples for alternative energy and methods to conserve
water.
Qualifying Seminars for the Professional Tracks
Forty trainees participated in this new intense seminar which provided them with the first
necessary qualification for Net@ professional tracks. The group was divided according to choice
of interest:
The Youth Training Youth Track (YTY)- a four-year program in which older
students train younger groups of Net@ participants. YTY takes the capabilities
of each age group under consideration. As the youth trainees continue
through the various stages of the program, the teaching aspect becomes more
dominant and students trained by the instructor are more advanced. By the
time the trainee completes the YTY track, s/he is capable of training a firstyear trainee in both technological and social aspects. The YTY track is

Ofek and Geva Chitman from Kfar
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closely connected to the Net@ junior program which was launched this
year and already has 150 participants ages 12-15 in eight different locations across the country.
The program aims to provide participants with the necessary technological background for the
Net@ course. By exposing the pupils to the technological terms and practices from a younger
age, their chances to excel the program increase. All groups meet once a week for a two-hour
session.

Overall, the Net@ Junior program consists of 80 hours per year. The teachers
of the junior Net@ pupils are Net@ trainees who chose the Youth Training
Youth track as their professional track. As part of their track, they are
responsible for recruiting the participants and teaching them during the year
in both the technological and social aspects of the program. During the year, A
total of 70 Net@ junior pupils participated in the third Kodu Cup national
contest where video games and websites focusing on outer Space were made
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by the participants. The Net@ junior trainees won the third place.

Fixit Track- The Fixit track is a Professional technological platform that enables trainees to
acquire hands on experience, while contributing to the community. This unique track takes
place in 17 computer labs across the country which operate as a social enterprise, that provide
subsidized computer repairs to community members. Youth students gain invaluable experience
as they put their technological and entrepreneurial skills into practice and run a small business,
while giving back to their communities.
The Fixit track consists of various roles, starting of shift managers to marketing consultants and
lab managers. This track simulates an active working surrounding and requires those who
choose it to work as a team. The seminars offered are:

Shift Managers Seminar- trainees practiced the role of a shift manager, leading technical teams
and teaching new volunteers how to operate the lab and divide responsibility in order to ensure
effective activities in the lab.
Lab Managers' course- During the course, 10 new managers and deputy managers were
qualified to join the group who manages the 15 FIXIT labs operating throughout the country.
The Social Entrepreneurial Track- allows trainees to integrate
social and practical skills to produce and manage community
projects. Its members are responsible for both initiating and
implementing annual volunteer projects. This track puts great
emphasis on project-oriented tasks and marketing skills which are
necessary qualities to lead multi-layer projects. An example of
one such activity was a six-hour sports event for 450 elementary
school pupils from various schools held in Dimona.

Net@ trainees in Dimona during the
sport event.

Leadership Seminar for the Senior Year Participants
The Leadership Seminar took place during the Sukkoth vacation. A
total of 26 trainees in their fourth year of the program gathered to
solidify their leadership skills and prepare for a meaningful year. The
final year is a project-oriented year in which trainee graduates have
a chance to materialize all the knowledge and expertise they
acquired throughout the program.

Innovation Events
Technology is synonymous with dynamics and change, and our aim is to provide Net@ trainees
with the most cutting edge activities and technological skills. Therefore, special emphasis is
placed on innovation. There are three major events every year that focus on connecting Net@
trainees to the high tech world. The following are the Net@ innovation events that took place
between September 2013 and June 2014:

Advertising and Graphic Design Hackathon- A
total 140 Net@ participants from all over Israel
gathered for a for a 15-hour all-night marathon at
the Holon Institute of Technology (HIT). The goal
of the Hackathon was to generate a campaign
against internet bullying and to rebrand the Net@
visual identity. Trainees were divided into groups
and were accompanied throughout the night by
professional mentors from top advertising companies. The event began at 8:00 PM and lasted
until the early morning. A competition was held between the groups and seven of them reached
the final stage of the contest that was held on Facebook. One of the teams created a poster that
illustrates how Internet use can lead to bullying and planned an application which gathers
forums that specialize in helping children and youth affected by the phenomenon of cyber
bullying. Here are a few of the competition's products:

App All Night- Net@ Participants Create Apps for Social Good-The second peak event of the
year was APP All Night which was held in March at the Google campus in Tel Aviv. The event was
attended by 130 members from all age groups (including 02 from Nazareth Illit). All trainees
who were assisted by professional mentors from leading companies such as Fiver and
AppMyDay who helped trainees turn their ideas into
usable applications. The event began at 8PM and
lasted until the early morning during which students
created

various

organizations.
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For example, a sight for teen job

searches and a sight for exam preparation were built
in order to expose teenagers to job opportunities and
help them prepare for their exam period effectively.
In addition, a special application was built for teachers
who work with students with ADHD. This experience both developed the entrepreneurial skills
of the students and gave them a chance for a hands-on experience to put what they learned in
the classroom into practice.

Cyber Conference, Sami Shamoon Academic College of Engineering (SCE)-The conference was
attended by 150 Net@ participants from all over the country. The Net@ trainees participated in
number of lectures and workshops about various issues in the cyber world.
Topics for example included a new era of cyber threats, security routers (ACL) and social
engineering. This field is relevant to the Net@ trainees since it is going to be part of Net@'s
technological curriculum. Beginning next year, an additional course called CCNA Security will be
taught. The course is part of Cisco's goal of adjusting its materials to meet the most cutting edge
technology trends.

International Events

Coexistence in Net@:The Tolerance Campaign
The Tolerance Campaign is an annual project aimed at creating social change in various
communities across the Middle East by providing an innovative platform for new discourse
between neighbouring communities. Net@'s second year trainees participated in the project
which required meeting all the MYTecC (Mediterranean Youth Technology Club) participants
virtually, using social media and technology. The campaign was first launched in April where
teams from Israel, Sudan, Egypt, Yemen and Turkey shared their initial ideas. During the month
of May, the teams promoted and advertised their campaigns using various creative tools such as
social media, newspaper articles, interviews, workshops, lectures, public exposure and much
more. Net@ Ramle and Dimona won second and third place in a contest held at the end of May.
Representatives of the winning Israeli groups joined the Sudanese winner as ambassadors of the
MYTecC program at the Hugh O’Brian Youth World Leadership Congress – an international youth
conference held at Loyola University in Chicago. As far as we know, this is the first joint IsraeliSudanese youth delegation in history to attend an international event as a team!
Here are a few examples of the competition's end-products:

Ramle-Campaign against Homophobia
Video Clip + photo from radio interview:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=504983399630182

Dimona- Campaign against Racism

An article about the initiative published in
the local newspaper

Ankara, Turkey
Net@'s instructors and students participated in a 16-hour
gathering of 9-12th grade students in Ankara Turkey where
entrepreneurs and aspiring entrepreneurs found out
whether start-up ideas are viable. Nine Net@ trainees

Net@ delegation in Ankara Turkey

from Akko Kyriat Shmona and Carmiel took part in this
unique Hackathon, collaborating with peers and
professionals in order to materialize their awesome ideas.
The Kiryat Shmona group managed to win second place,
developing an application that can help solve hardware problems.

Social activism and volunteering in the community
The volunteer rates among Net@ graduates is more than 100% higher than volunteer raes
among their peers. Since September, Net@ participants contributed 90,000 volunteer hours.
The following examples are just a few of the Net@ volunteer projects
that took place during 2013-2014:

Eilat- first-year trainees organized a creative and technological activity for
53 youngsters in three different locations: Urim Elementary school for
special education, the Perach Center and the Appleseeds Knowledge
center. As part of the activity, children made comic and animation pieces,
did arts and crafts and took part in technological activities that gave them
a taste of the Net@ curriculum.
Article in a local newspaper about the
Net@ volunteer project in Eilat.

Kfar Sava- 40 youth at risk from the Kadima SanDisk center organized a
volunteer activity that was organized and led by Net@ Kfar Sava trainees.
The center provides children aged 6-12 with after-school activities in order
to prevent them from being on the streets and getting into trouble. The
children were divided into three groups, one of the groups worked in the
computer classroom while the other groups either went to the FIXIT lab or
took part in an outdoor leisure activity.

Volunteering at Meir Hospital- the class of 2013

chose the

children's department at Meir Hospital in Kfar Saba as the focus of
their volunteer project. The trainees volunteered during the
Passover vacation, entertaining children who spent the holiday in
hospital. The trainees made artwork with the children using a
variety of materials they brought with them. The volunteer activity
was very rewarding and the trainees were happy to be spending
their vacation in such a meaningful way.

Neta@ trainees volunteering at the Meir
Hospital

Good Deeds Day at Net@
The Good Deeds Day is a way for Net@ students throughout
the country to perform a variety of activities and volunteer in
the community. The Net@ Program believes in combining the
training of youth in the computer and communications
professions while at the same time instilling social values. This
is perhaps expressed best through the Net@ students'
participation in the Good Deeds Day, which has become a
tradition in recent years. This year, the Hatzor Haglilit first-year

Net@ trainees in Hatzor Haglilit
participating in Good Deeds Day

trainees chose to celebrate the opening of the Fixit Lab in the city
and repaired hardware and software computer problems for
community residents.

In Nazareth Illit, first-year trainees chose to refurbish the
backyard of the Carmel Elementary School. In addition, the
trainees operated a public computer lab at the Gordon
Community Center, during which they repaired hardware and
software computer problems for community residents.
Freshman trainees painting the Carmel
Elementary School during Good Deeds
Day.

Safe Internet Day
Safe Internet Day is celebrated in Israel every February. Since
Net@ is a technological youth movement that uses the Internet
as one of its major tools, it is very important for Net@
participants to volunteer on this day and raise awareness
among the local community about how to surf the Internet
safely.

The Ramla trainees conducted extensive classes in

which they explained about the dangers of surfing the Internet
and more. Lectures were given at the Sharet Elementary School in
Ramla for 150 students.

Net@ trainees at the
knowledge center in
Ramla conducting a
special activity for the Safe
internet day.

Team-Building and Fun
Purim party - The Net@ annual Purim party was
celebrated at the Nana Youth club in Nazareth Illit for the
Northern trainees and at the Halutz 33 club in Ber Sheeva
for the Southern trainees . Hundreds of trainees attended
the parties and the atmosphere was festive and lively. A
costume contest with prizes was also held in both parties.

Spring Vacation Events-During the Pesach vacation, 350
Net@ trainees attended a five day seminar in Givat Haviva
located near Hadera. The seminar focused on the
professional tracks that all second year trainees choose at
the beginning of the year: Youth Training Youth Track,
Project Managing Track and the Fixit Lab track. The Net@
instructors explained about the various choices and helped
the trainees to solidify their preferences. The trainees also
enjoyed team building and fun activities. During the last two days of the seminar, all trainees
visited various sights in the Galilee which are popular during this time of the year.

Net@ during Protecting Edge
Seminar in Maayan Harod (Well of Herod)-During July 80 trainees
from across the country gathered in Maayan Harod and experienced
3 days of teambuilding activities and fun. The seminar included
meditation and yoga workshop as well as a challenging acrobalance
workshop. The trainees enjoyed the facilities of the Maayan Harod
(Well of Herod) . Moreover the trainees participated in number of
technological classes in order to prepare for the next year program.

Personal Stories
A Short Interview with Lin Sitbon, a 19 year old Ashkelon Net@ graduate who
participated in Net@'s year of National Service program in Hatzor Haglilit and is
currently serving as a class commander in the IDF.
What is the most interesting technological field studied
at Net@?
Networks! The second year program of Net@ focuses on
networks. We learned how computers communicate, how the
internet works and how information passes. The technology of
that subject matter fascinated me and by the end of the year I
received a qualified network administrator certificate.

Which social value does the Net@ program nurture the
most?
Leadership and Self Development- The Net@ project puts great emphasis on empowering its
members. I always felt that the program encourages me to express myself and build my selfesteem.

What did the program give you the most?
The program taught me how to cope with a full schedule and how to manage my time
effectively. Since the program encourages group dynamic and group projects, my social skills
improved. My English is also much better today thanks to the project's curriculum.

Why service year at Net@?
When asked why I chose to participate in Net@ service year, I always say that the Net@ project
has had a major impact on me. Many of the skills that I acquired such as: teaching abilities,
independent thinking, volunteering and social involvements are thanks to my experience in the
Net@ project. Since I identify with the project and with its values and appreciate what it has
done for me, I see it as the best framework to volunteer and give back to society.

What are your future plans and dreams in terms of education and career?
I hope to be integrated into one of Israel's leading high tech companies or continue with a
career in the army.

A personal letter from net@ second year trainee Liel Tzordeker from Ramla
My name is Liel Tzordeker and I just completed
my second year in Net@. I always feel that the
program has changed me in many ways; it
certainly made me more responsible and
mature. During my second year in the program, I
chose the Social Entrepreneurship track as my
main field of interest. This made me enhance my
ability to work in a group as I was responsible for
the production and management of annual
events and projects in Net@. This year, I took part in

Liel at the international conference held by the HOBY
organization in Chicago.

the tolerance campaign, which first required us to
brainstorm in order to solidify our idea and build a strategy on how to spread our message
around town through the use of social media and leaflets. We chose racism as the topic of our
campaign because we all live in Ramla, a mixed city of Jews and Muslims who live together
despite many complexities. We were very proud of our products and won third place in an
international contest held by the Mytec organization. In July, I attended an international
conference hosted by HOBY's annual international youth leadership in Chicago. The visit enabled
me to meet youth from all around the world and discuss issues on a global level. In addition to
the social aspect of the program and all of the other skills I learned, I am happy that I earned my
computer technician diplomas knowing that I can always use this knowledge and skills in the
future.

Net@ Impact
Matriculation Exam Pass Rates

Net@ strengthens
students' critical
thinking and study
skills - increasing their
matriculation exam pass
rates (required for
university placement) and their opportunities for higher education.

